Don't assume the worst about the Mauritius oil spill

An estimated 1,000 tons of fuel spilled into the Indian Ocean last week after an oil tanker ran aground. Here's why there may still be hope.

Osteoporosis on coral reefs

New research from WHOI is clarifying the long-term effects of ocean acidification on coral growth.

Tuning in to the deep sea

A WHOI-developed 'acoustic telescope' enables scientists to listen to the heart of the sea.

A focus on women in STEM

Woods Hole Sea Grant and WHOI bring you the career highlights and challenges of these astounding scientists.

Our Ocean in Focus

Submit your best ocean photo by 9/3 for your chance to win WHOI's 2020 Photo Contest!

WHOI IN THE NEWS

THE WASHINGTON POST
Heat is turbocharging fires, drought and tropical storms this summer

CBS BOSTON
Researchers Explore Steamship That Sank Off Massachusetts Coast in 1898

OFFSHORE SOURCE
Offshore Wind Challenge Startup Participants Announced

BROADWAY WORLD
Boston Dance Theater Presents SURGE: A Series of Virtual Events (feat. WHOI Scientists)

UPI
Florida Current study confirms decline in strength of Gulf Stream

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
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